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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the problem of reconstructing a high-
resolution binary image from several low-resolution scans. Each of the pixels
in a low-resolution scan yields the value of the sum of the pixels in a rectangular
region of the high-resolution image. For any given set of such pixel sums, we de-
rive an upper bound on the di erence between a certain binary image which can
be computed eÆciently, and any binary image that corresponds with the given
measurements. We also derive a bound on the di erence between any two bi-
nary images having these pixel sums. Both bounds are evaluated experimentally
for di erent geometrical settings, based on simulated scan data for a range of
images.
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1 Introduction
Black-and-white images, also called binary images, occur in a wide range of imaging
applications. In many such applications, the images are actually acquired as grey level
images by a scanning device. When scanning text, for example, binary characters are
often scanned by a grey level scanner. When taking pictures of numberplates using a
low resolution digital camera, the structure of the binary characters may even be un-
recognizable in the resulting grey level images. Another example can be found in the
single-pixel camera, which has recently been proposed within the framework of com-
pressive sensing. Instead of recording individual fine-resolution pixels, such a camera
records the total intensity over various areas of the object being photographed [8,11].
If several such grey level images are available, each representing a low resolution
scan of some unknown ”original” binary image, one can attempt to reconstruct the
binary image by combining the information from multiple scans [2,5,6]. In particular if
the relative position of the di erent scans is well-known, this may lead to a high quality
reconstruction. However, if the number of low resolution images available is relatively
small in comparison with the resolution needed to properly represent the binary image,
this reconstruction problem can be highly underdetermined. In such cases, many binary
images can exist that correspond with the same scanned grey level data. At present, no
useful bounds are available that can guarantee that the reconstructed image is actually
close to the unknown original image.
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In a recent paper [1], the authors presented bounds for binary image reconstruction
in tomography (i.e. from projection data) that allow to bound the error between any
two binary solutions, and therefore the error between the reconstructed binary image
and the unknown original image. The proposed methodology is quite general and can
potentially be extended to other imaging problems. As an intermediate step towards a
general framework for bounding errors in binary image reconstruction, we apply the
key concepts here to the problem of reconstructing binary images from low resolution
scans.
2 Notation and Concepts
Let A    2 be a finite set, called the reconstruction area. We consider the problem of
reconstructing a binary image defined on A, represented by a function F : A  0  1.
A high resolution binary image defined on A will be reconstructed from several low
resolution scans. The value of each pixel in such a scan corresponds with the summed
intensity over all pixels in the corresponding region of the binary image. For simplicity,
we assume here that the boundaries of the low resolution pixels coincide exactly with
pixel boundaries in the high resolution binary image. We call a set S   A a window of
the reconstruction area. Let   2A, the set of all windows of A. We call a set S    of
windows a partition of A if
(i) S  T   for all S   T  S and
(ii)
 
S S S  A. We are also interested in the subsets of  which satisfy the property (i)
but do not necessarily satisfy (ii). Such a subset will be called a partial partition. For
S   A, define




We refer to the values PF (S ) as window-sums. Note that our model for computing the
window sums does not take certain properties of the imaging system, such as the de-
tector point spread function, into account. However, the proposed methodology can
easily be extended to include such e ects, as long as they are linear. The reconstruction
problem consists of finding an image F that has prescribed window-sum for a set S of
windows. The existence and uniqueness of the solution of the general reconstruction
problem is not guaranteed, in general.
To simplify the notation, the reconstruction problem can be formulated using linear
algebra notation, which will be used in the forthcoming sections. Since there is an one-
to-one mapping, say , from A to 1       n, the image F can be represented as a vector
x  (x j)  n, where n  #A is the cardinality of A. We refer to the entries of x as
pixels. A binary image on A corresponds with a vector x̄  0  1n.
For a given set S    and an image x  n, the combined set of window sums results
in a vector p  (pi)  m, where m represents the number of window-sums taken. As
the operator PF(S ) is linear, the mapping from an image to its window sums can be
represented by a matrix W  (wi j)  mn, which we call the scan matrix. The entry
wi j represents the weight of the contribution of x j to the window-sum i.
Then, the general reconstruction problem can be stated as finding a solution of the
system
Wx  p
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for given window-sum data p. In the binary image reconstruction problem, one seeks
a binary solution of the system. For a given scan matrix W and a window-sum vector
p, let W(p) : x  n : Wx  p, the set of all real-valued solutions corresponding
with the given data, and let ̄W(p) : W(p)  0  1n, the set of binary solutions of the
system.
As the scan matrix is typically not a square matrix, and also does not have full rank,
it does not have an inverse. We recall that the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of an
m 	 n matrix A is an n 	 m matrix A, which can be uniquely characterized by the two
geometric conditions
Ab 
 (A) and (I  AA)b 
 (A) b  m 
where (A) is the nullspace of A and (A) is the range of A, [4, page 15].
Let x  W p. Then x also has the property (see Chapter 3 of [3]) that it is the
minimal Euclidean norm solution of the system Wx  p, if it exists. We call x the
central reconstruction of p. The central reconstruction plays an important role in the
bounds we derive for the binary reconstruction problem.
The description of the general reconstruction problem given above is quite broad
and we will now specify the scan model by which we define the scan matrix W and the
window-sum vector p, in order to model the problem of reconstructing high resolution
images from low resolution scans.
Put A  (i  j)   2 0  i  l  j  h. Let 1  p  l, and 1  q  h. For 0  i  l,
0  j  h, define a rectangular set of pixels of size p	q by
S p qi  j  (i  c  j  r) 0  c  p  0  r  q
Each pixel in a low resolution scan corresponds to a window in our framework. It
provides information about the summed intensity in a rectangular set of pixels of the
scanned high resolution image. Adjacent low resolution pixels are connected and do not
overlap. For 0  a  p and 0  b  q, define
Sa b  S p qa ip b  jq a  ip  l  b  jq  h (2)
Each set Sa b is a partial partition. Its elements correspond to pixels of the low resolution
image. Let us now assume that several such low resolution images are available. Then
the total set S of window-sums consists of the union of partial partitions Sd : Sad  bd for
d  1       k. These concepts are illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a shows a single window
S a b, whereas Fig. 1b shows the corresponding partial partition Sa b formed by a tiling
of its translates, where windows that cross the bounary of the image are not allowed.
Fig. 1c shows two windows that are in separate partial partitions.
For 1  d  k, define the set of indices of the pixels x j that were scanned by a partial
partition Sd as Id :  j 1( j)  S Sd S  and its complement Īd : 1       nId.
As already mentioned, this linear scanning model can be modeled by a linear system
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(a) Scan window (b) A partial partition
formed by translates of
a scan window
(c) Scan windows for
two di erent pairs
(a  b)
Fig. 1. Rectangular scanning
where each block Wd (d  1       k) represents the scanning of the image with a rectan-
gular window as defined by Sd and each block pd represents the corresponding window-
sums PF (S ) for S  Sd.
3 Error Bounds
Without loss of generality, we assume that all pixels in A are contained in at least one
window. Clearly, no bounds can be given for those pixels that are not scanned at all,
and they are removed from the analysis. As each set Sd samples a collection of disjoint
subsets of A, the norm of the scanned binary image can be bound from above by the
available window-sums:
Proposition 1. Let x̄  ̄W(p). Then, x̄22  x̄1  p
d1  #Īd for all 1  d  k.
The norm of any binary solution can therefore be estimated by summation of the window-
sums in pd and its accuracy increases with the number of scanned pixels included in the
partial partition Sd.
In the next Theorem we will use Prop. 1 to show that all binary solutions of the linear
system Wx  p have bounded distance to the central reconstruction x.
Lemma 1. Let x̄  ̄W(p) and x  W p. Put R : min1dk Rd, where
Rd :
	
pd1  #Īd  x22. Then, x̄  x
2  R.
Proof. From the definition of x we have (x̄x)  (W), and x 
 (x̄x). Combining
Pythagoras’ theorem and Prop. 1 yields the theorem. 
We will now consider the image that is obtained by rounding each entry of x to the







i.e., the Euclidean distance from x to the nearest binary vector.
Let r̄  0  1n such that r̄  x2  U, i.e., r̄ is among the binary vectors that are
nearest to x in the Euclidean sense. If R  U and R  U is small, it is possible to say
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that a fraction of the rounded values are correct, i.e., to provide an upper bound on the
number of pixel di erences between any solution in ̄W(p) and r̄.
Suppose that x̄  ̄W(p) and that r̄i  1 whereas x̄i  0. Note that we have xi 
1
2 .








r̄  x22  2x

i  1. Similarly, if r̄i  0, then the squared Euclidean distance increases
by 1  2xi by setting pixel i to 1. Each time an entry i of r̄ is changed, the squared
Euclidean distance to x increases by bi : 2xi  1.
As the Euclidean distance from x to x̄ is no greater than R, a bound can be derived
on the maximal number of pixels in r̄ that must be changed to move from r̄ to x̄. Let us
order the values bi (i  1       n) such that bi  bi 1 for 1  i  n  1. Assuming that
̄W(p)   , we have R  r̄  x2 and the change of s entries of r̄ would increase the












Then at most s pixels can have the wrong value in r̄ with respect to x̄ and at least n  s
pixels must have the correct value.
Proof. Due to the increasing order of the bi’s, changing more than s pixels in r̄ will
result in a vector r̃ for which r̃  x2  R, which cannot be an element of ̄W(p). 
Theorem 1 bounds the number of pixel di erences between x̄ and r̄, and between ȳ
and r̄. When using these two bounds to determine an upper bound on the number of
di erences between x̄ and ȳ, we can assume that these two sets of pixel di erences
are disjoint, as otherwise the di erence between x̄ and ȳ will only be smaller. This
observation leads to the following corollary:








Then at most t pixels can be di erent between x̄ and ȳ.
4 Experiments and Results
A series of experiments was performed to investigate the of the bounds given in Theo-
rem 1 and Corollary 1, for several test images. The experiments are all based on sim-
ulated data obtained by computing the low-resolution scans of a series of test images
(called phantoms), shown in Fig. 2. All phantoms have a size of 512	512 pixels.
In each experiment, the central reconstruction x was first computed using the CGLS
algorithm [9]. Depending on the experiment, this computation took from a few seconds,
up to around 50s on a standard PC. The binary vector r̄ was computed by rounding x to
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(a) Phantom 1 (b) Phantom 2 (c) Phantom 3
Fig. 2. Original phantom images used for the experiments
the nearest binary vector (choosing r̄i  0 if xi 
1
2 ). The upper bound s from Theorem
1 on the number of di erences between r̄ and the phantom image x̄ was then computed,
followed by a bound on the fraction of pixel di erences U : sn , and the actual fraction
of di erences E : en , where e is the number of pixel di erences between r̄ and x̄. The
upper bound t from Corollary 1 on the number of di erences any two binary solutions
of Wx  p was then computed, followed by the computation of the fraction of pixel
di erences V : tn . Due to space limitations, we only show the results for Phantom 3.
The results for the other two phantoms are in line with the observations made for the
third phantom. In all experiments, a square window was used. Note that the position of a
partial partition Sa b with respect to the high resolution image is completely determined
by the pair (a  b), which we call a starting point. Each low resolution image of the high
resolution binary image corresponds to a di erent starting point. In the experiments,
we distinguish between regularly and randomly distributed starting points, where the
regular case corresponds to a low resolution scanner that is gradually shifted across
the high resolution image, and the random case corresponds to a device that moves
irregularly (or an object that moves in such a way); see Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, the three error
measures V , U and E are plotted as a function of the number of starting points for
window size of 8	8 and 32	32 and for both regularly and randomly distributed starting
points. Note that for a larger window size, more starting points is required to obtain
similar error bounds.
Various observations can be made from the graphs in Fig. 4. Even if the number of
starting points is much smaller than the number of pixels in the window, meaning that









Fig. 3. Distribution of starting points in a first scan-window of size 8   8
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(a) window: 8 8, regular (b) window: 32 32, regular
(c) window: 8 8, random (d) window: 32 32, random
Fig. 4. computed bounds as a function of the number of partial partitions for Phantom 3; V: bound
on the distance between any two binary solutions from Cor. 1; U: bound on the distance between
any binary solution and the rounded central reconstruction r̄ from Thm. 1; E: true error between
the rounded central reconstruction and the binary phantom x̄
that only a limited fraction of pixels can be di erent between binary solutions. Although
the given bounds U is clearly not sharp when compared to the real error E, rounding
the central reconstruction yields a binary image that is in many cases guaranteed to be
rather close to the original image. For example, for window size 8	8 and randomly
distributed starting points, having just 16 low resolution images available (resulting in
a system of equations that is underdetermined by a factor of 4) can still guarantee that
the rounded central reconstruction is within 10% of the original binary image.
Fig. 5 illustrates the key concepts involved in the proposed bounds. The top row
shows the central reconstruction for window sizes 8	8 and 32	32, with regularly and
randomly distributed starting points. Here, the number of starting points is chosen as
a fixed fraction of 14 times the number of pixels in the window. In this way, all four
reconstruction problems can be described by roughly the same number of equations.
The middle row shows the di erence images between the central reconstruction and the
phantom, whereas the bottom row shows the di erence images between the rounded
central reconstruction and the phantom.
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Fig. 5. Illustrations of the key concepts for Phantom 3; From left to right: 8 8 window, regular;
32 32 window, regular; 8 8 window, random; 32 32 window, random; From top to bottom:
central reconstruction; di erence between the central reconstruction and the phantom; di erence
between the rounded central reconstruction and the phantom
5 Outlook and Conclusions
In this article, we have presented general bounds on the accuracy of reconstructions
of binary images from several low resolution graylevel scans, with respect to the un-
known original image. The bounds can be computed eÆciently and give guarantees on
the number of pixels that can be di erent between any two binary reconstructions that
satisfy given window-sums, and on the di erence between a particular binary image,
obtained by rounding the central reconstruction to the nearest binary vector, and any
binary image satisfying the window-sums. The experimental results show that by using
these bounds, one can prove that the number of di erences between binary reconstruc-
tions must be small, even when the corresponding real-valued system of equations is
severely underdetermined. This work represents an extension of the methodology set
up in [1], which is a step towards a set of general bounds for binary image reconstruc-
tion problems that allow various forms of image sampling and incorporation of noisy
measurements.
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